Potato Chips Plant Manufacturer
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Introduction

Gungunwala was set up at Ahmedabad in 2010.

We are specialized in manufacturing, selling and serving food processing production lines.

The stainless steel and other basic materials, which are the best raw materials used for the purpose of manufacturing of these food processing equipments.
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Introduction

Leading Manufacturer of fully automatic mini potato chips line, semi automatic potato banana chips line, fully automatic potato chip line, batch type potato chips line, rectangular fryer big size with continuous filter for potato chips from Ahmedabad.
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Potato Chips Plant Manufacturer

Backed with rich industrial experienced group of professionals, we are engaged in manufacturing and supplying the brand named new type of Potato Chips Plant in Ahmedabad.

These potato chips plant at cost-effective prices with best quality stainless steel to serve small scale industries and young entrepreneurs.

As we are one of the best renowned manufacturer and supplier of Potato chips plant in Ahmedabad, our machines are hugely demanded by the customers for their best price compared to other manufacturer.
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The batch type potato chips line processing system includes following equipments such as Potato Peeler, Potato Slicer, Hydro Extractor for Potato Chips (De-watering machine), Rectangular fryer with tilting system and with or without inbuilt heat exchanger or circular fryer with or without tilting system and with or without inbuilt heat exchanger, coating pan for flavor applying.

The offered Semi automatic potato chips line processing system includes peeler, potato slicer, hydro extractor for potato chips, hopper with metered feeder, shaker, continuous frying system with Heat exchanger, control panel.
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Process Flow of Potato Chips Plant

- Potato Washing and Peeling
- Potato Chips Slicing Machine
- Potato Chips Blanching
- Potato Chips Dewatering
- Fried Potato Chips De-Oiling
- Potato Chips Frying Machine
- Potato Chips Seasoning Machine
Our Products Range

- Rectangular Fryer
- Potato Chips Line
- Kurkure Production Line
- Continuous Frying Systems
- Circular Fryer With Inbuilt Heat Exchanger
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Our Products Range

- Boiler & Heat Exchanger
- Circular Fryer with Inbuilt Heat Exchanger
- Rectangular Fryer with Wooden Heat Exchanger
- Circular Fryer with Wooden Heat Exchanger
- Fully Automatic Pellet Frying Line
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Our Clientele

Our Valuable Clients Name of Chips Line

Jagdish Waffer -- Rajkot - Gujarat
Ravi Namkeen -- Rajkot - Gujarat
Prawaj Chips -- Hasan - Karnataka
Samruddhi Industries -- Hasan - Karnataka
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Contact Us

Address
Unit-1 6-B, Unit-2 4/1, Aashutosh Industrial Estate, Kadadara Road, ZAK - G.I.D.C., Dehgam Road, G. N. - 382330, Ahmedabad, Gujarat - INDIA.

Contact Person
Mr. R.V.SINGH (Sales & Marketing)
+91- 99097 89504, 99789 20568
Mr. S.P.SINGH (Managing Director)
+91- 99097 20566

Web Contact
E-Mail : info@gungunwala.com
Website : www.potatochipsplant.com
www.gungunwala.com
Thank You!
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